
Chapter 12

Electrodynamics and Relativity

12.1 The Special Theory of Relativity

12.1.1 Einstein's Postulates

Classical mechanics obeys the principle of relativity: the same laws apply in any inertial
reference frame. By "inertial" I mean that the system is at rest or moving with constant
velocity.l Imagine, for example, that you have loaded a billiard table onto a railroad car,
and the train is going at constant speed down a smooth straight track, The game would
proceed exactly the same as it would if the train were parked in the station; you don't have
to "correct" your shots for the fact that the train is moving-indeed, if you pulled all the
curtains you would have nO way ofknowing whether the train was moving or not. Notice by
contrast that you would know it immediately if the train sped up, or slowed down, or turned
a comer, or went over a bump-the billiard balls would roll in weird curved trajectories,
and you yourself would feel a lurch. The laws of mechanics, then, are certainly not the
same in accelerating reference frames.

In its application to classical mechanics, the principle of relativity is hardly new; it was
stated clearly by Galileo, Question: does it also apply to the laws of electrodynamics?
At first glance the answer would seem to be no. After all, a charge in motion produces a
magnetic field, whereas a charge at rest does nOt. A charge carried along by the train would
generate a magnetic field, but someone on the train, applying the laws of electrodynamics

1This raises an awkward problem: If the laws of physics hold just as well in a uniformly moving frame, then we
have no way of identifying the "rest" frame in the first place, and hence no way of checking that some other frame
is moving at constant velocity. To avoid this trap we define an inertial frame formally as one in which Newton's
.first law holds. If you want to know whether you're in an inertial frame, throw some rocks around-if they travel
in straight lines at constant speed, you've got yourself an inertial frame, and any frame moving at constant velocity
with respect to you will be another inertial frame (see Prob. 12.l).
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Figure 12.1

in that system, would predict no magnetic field. In fact, many of the equations of elec-
trodynamics, starting with the Lorentz force law, make explicit reference to "the" velocity
of the charge. It certainly appears, therefore, that electromagnetic theory presupposes the
existence of a unique stationary reference frame, with respect to which all velocities are to
be measured.

And yet there is an extraordinary coincidence that gives us pause. Suppose we mount
a wire loop on a freight car, and have the train pass between the poles of a giant magnet
(Fig. 12.1). As the loop rides through the magnetic field, a motional emf is established;
according to the flux rule (Eq. 7.13),

det>
[=--.

dt

This emf, remember, is due to the magnetic force On charges in the wire loop, which are
moving along with the train. On the other hand, if someone On the train na"ive1y applied the
laws of electrodynamics in that system, what would the prediction be? No magnetic force,
because the loop is at rest. But as the magnet flies by, the magnetic field in the freight car
will change, and a changing magnetic field induces an electric field, by Faraday's law. The
resulting electric force would generate an emf in the loop given by Eq. 7.14:

det>
[=--.

dt

Because Faraday's law and the flux rule predict exactly the same emf, people On the train will
get the right answer, even though their physical interpretation of the process is completely
wrong.

Or is it? Einstein could not believe this was a mere coincidence; he took it, rather, as a
clue that electromagnetic phenomena, like mechanical ones, obey the principle of relativity.
In his view the analysis by the observer on the train is just as valid as that of the observer
on the ground. If their interpretations differ (one calling the process electric, the other
magnetic), so be it; their actual predictions are in agreement. Here's what he wrote on the
first page of his 1905 paper introducing the special theory of relativity:
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It is known that Maxwell's electrodynamics-as usually understood at the
present time-when applied to moving bodies, leads to asymmetries which
do not appear to be inherent in the phenomena. Take, for example, the re-
ciprocal electrodynamic action of a magnet and a conductor. The observable
phenomenon here depends only on the relative motion of the conductor and the
magnet, whereas the customary view draws a sharp distinction between the two
cases in which either one Or the other of these bodies is in motion. For if the
magnet is in motion and the conductor at rest, there arises in the neighborhood
of the magnet an electric field ... producing a current at the places where parts
of the conductor are situated. But if the magnet is stationary and the conduc-
tor in motion, no electric field arises in the neighborhood of the magnet. In
the conductor, however, we find an electromotive force ... which gives rise-
assuming equality of relative motion in the two cases discussed-to electric
currents of the same path and intensity as those produced by the electric forces
in the former case.
Examples of this sort, together with unsuccessful attempts to discover any

motion of the earth relative to the "light medium," suggest that the phenomena
ofelectrodynamics as well as ofmechanics possess no properties corresponding
to the idea of absolute rest.2
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But I'm getting ahead of the story. To Einstein's predecessors the equality of the two
emf's was just a lucky accident; they had no doubt that One observer was right and the other
was wrong. They thought of electric and magnetic fields as strains in an invisible jellylike
medium called ether, which permeated all of space. The speed of the charge was to be
measured with respect to the ether-only then would the laws of electrodynamics be valid.
The train observer is wrong, because that frame is moving relative to the ether.

But wait a minute! How do we know the ground observer isn't moving relative to the
ether, too? After all, the earth rotates on its axis once a day and revolves around the sun once
a year; the solar system circuiates around the galaxy, and for all I know the galaxy itself
may be moving at c. high speed through the cosmos. All told, we should be traveling at well
over 50 km/s with respect to the ether. Like a motorcycle rider on the open road, we face
an "ether wind" of high velocity-unless by some miraculous coincidence we just happen
to find ourselves in a tailwind of precisely the right strength, or the earth has some sort of
"windshield" and drags its local supply of ether along with it. Suddenly it becomes a matter
of crucial importance to find the ether frame, experimentally, or else all our calculations
will be invalid.

The problem, then, is to determine Our motion through the ether-to measure the speed
and direction of the "ether wind." How shall we do it? At first glance you might suppose
that practically any electromagnetic experiment would suffice: IfMaxwell's equations are
valid only with respect to the ether frame, any discrepancy between the experimental result
and the theoretical prediction would be ascribable to the ether wind. Unfortunately, as
nineteenth century physicists SOOn realized, the anticipated error in a typical experiment is

2A translation of Einstein's first relativity paper, "On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies," is reprinted in
The Principle ofRelativity, by H. A. Lorentz et al. (New York: Dover, 1923).
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extremely small; as in the example above, "coincidences" always seem to conspire to hide
the fact that we are using the "wrong" reference frame. So it takes an uncommonly delicate
experiment to do the job.

Now, among the results of classical electrodynamics is the prediction that electromag-
netic waves travel through the vacuum at a speed

I-- = 3.00 x 108m/s,
.vEoJLo

relative (presumably) to the ether. In principle, then, one should be able to detect the ether
wind by simply measuring the speed of light in various directions. Like a motorboat on a
river, the net speed "downstream" should be a maximum, for here the light is swept along
by the ether; in the opposite direction, where it is bucking the current, the speed should
be a minimum (Fig. 12.2). While the idea of this experiment could not be simpler, its
execution is another matter, because light travels so inconveniently fast. If it weren't for
that "technical detail" you could do it all with a flashlight and a stopwatch. As it happened.
an elaborate and lovely experiment was devised by Michelson and Morley, using an optical
interferometer of fantastic precision. I shall not go into the details here, because I do not
want to distract your attention from the two essential points: (1) all Michelson and Morley
were trying to do was compare the speed of light in different directions, and (2) what they
in fact discovered was that this speed is exactly the same in all directions.

Speed of light

Ether wind

Figure 12.2

Nowadays, when students are taught in high school to snicker at the naivete of the ether
model, it takes some imagination to comprehend how utterly perplexing this result must
have been at the time. All other waves (water waves, sound waves, waves on a string) travel
at a prescribed speed relative to the propagating medium (the stuff that does the waving).
and if this medium is in motion with respect to the observer, the net speed is always greater
"downstream" than "upstream." Over the next 20 years a series of improbable schemes
were concocted in an effort to explain why this does not occur with light. Michelson and
Morley themselves interpreted their experiment as confirmation of the "ether drag" hypoth-
esis, which held that the earth somehow pulls the ether along with it. But this was found
to be inconsistent with other observations, notably the aberration of starlight.3 Various so-

3A discussion oftheMichelson-Morley experiment and related matters is to be found in R. Resnick's Introduction
to Special Relativity, Chap. 1 (New York: John Wiley, 1968).
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called "emission" theories were proposed, according to which the speed of electromagnetic
waves is governed by the motion of the source-as it would be in a corpuscular theory
(conceiving of light as a stream of particles). Such theories called for implausible modifi-
cations in Maxwell's equations, but in any event they were discredited by experiments using
extraterrestrial light sources. Meanwhile, Fitzgerald and Lorentz suggested that the ether
wind physically compresses all matter (including the Michelson-Morley apparatus itself)
in just the right way to compensate for, and thereby conceal, the variation in speed with
direction. As it tums out, there is a grain of truth in this, although their idea of the reaSOn
for the contraction was quite wrong.

At any rate, it was not until Einstein that anyone took the Michelson-Morley result at
face value and suggested that the speed of light is a universal constant, the same in all
directions, regardless of the motion of the observer or the source. There is no ether wind
because there is no ether. Any inertial system is a suitable reference frame for the application
ofMaxwell's equations, and the velocity of a charge is to be measured not with respect to a
(nonexistent) absolute rest frame, nor with respect to a (nonexistent) ether, but simply with
respect to the particular reference system you happen to have chosen.

Inspired, then, both by internal theoretical hints (the fact that the laws ofelectrodynamics
are such as to give the right answer even when applied in the "wrong" system) and by external
empirical evidence (the Michelson-Morley experiment4), Einstein proposed his two famous
postulates:

1. The principle of relativity. The laws of physics apply in all inertial
reference systems.
2. The universal speed of light. The speed of light in vacuum is the same

for all inertial observers, regardless of the motion of the source.

The special theory of relativity derives from these two postulates. The first elevates Galileo's
observation about classical mechanics to the status of a general law, applying to all of
physics. It states that there is no absolute rest system. The second might be considered
Einstein's response to the Michelson-Morley experiment. It means that there is no ether.
(Some authors consider Einstein's second postulate redundant-no more than a special case
of the first. They maintain that the very existence of ether would violate the principle of
relativity, in the sense that it would define a unique stationary reference frame. I think this
is nonsense. The existence of air as a medium for sound does not invalidate the theory of
relativity. Ether is no more an absolute rest system than the water in a goldfish bowl-which
is a special system, if you happen to be the goldfish, but scarcely "absolute.,,)5

Unlike the principle of relativity, which had roots going back several centuries, the
universal speed of light was radically new-and, on the face of it, preposterous. For if I
walk 5 mi/h down the corridor of a train going 60 mi/h, my net speed relative to the ground

4Actually, Einstein appears to have been only dimly aware of the Michelson-Morley experiment at the time.
For him, the theoretical argument alone was decisive.
51 put it this way in an effort to dispel some misunderstanding as to what constitutes an absolute rest frame. In

1977, it became possible to measure the speed of the earth through the 3 K background radiation left over from the
"big bang." Does this mean we have found an absolute rest system, and relativity is out the window? Of course
not.
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is "obviously" 65 mi/h-the speed of A (me) with respect to C (ground) is equal to the
speed of A relative to B (train) plus the speed of B relative to C:

VAC = VAB + VBC· (12.1 )

And yet, if A is a light signal (whether is comes from a flashlight on the train or a lamp On
the ground or a star in the sky) Einstein would have us believe that its speed is c relative to
the train and c relative to the ground:

VAC = VAB = C. (12.2)

Evidently, Eq. 12.1, which we now call Galileo's velocity addition rule (no one before
Einstein would have bothered to give it a name at all) is incompatible with the second
postulate. In special relativity, as we shall see, it is replaced by Einstein's velocity addition
rule:

(12.3)

For "ordinary" speeds (vAB « c, vBC « c), the denominator is so close to 1 that the
discrepancy between Galileo's formula and Einstein's formula is negligible. On the other
hand, Einstein's formula has the desired property that if VAB = c, then automatically
VAC = c:

c + VBC
VAC = = c.

1+ (CVBC/C2)

But how can Galileo's rule, which seems to rely on nothing but common sense, possibly
be wrong? And if it is wrong, what does this do to all of classical physics? The answer
is that special relativity compels us to alter our notions of space and time themselves, and
therefore also of such derived quantities as velocity, momentum, and energy. Although
it developed historically out of Einstein's contemplation of electrodynamics, the special
theory is not limited to any particular class of phenomena-rather, it is a description of
the space-time "arena" in which all physical phenomena take place. And in spite of the
reference to the speed of light in the second postulate, relativity has nothing to do with light:
c is evidently a fundamental velocity, and it happens that light travels at that speed, but it
is perfectly possible to conceive of a universe in which there are no electric charges, and
hence no electromagnetic fields or waves, and yet relativity would still prevail. Because
relativity defines the structure of space and time, it claims authority not merely over all
presently known phenomena, but over those not yet discovered. It is, as Kant would say, a
"prolegomenon to any future physics."

Problem 12.1 Use Galileo's velocity addition rule. Let S be an inertial reference system.
(a) Suppose that S moves with constant velocity relative to S. Show that S is also an inertial
reference system. [Hint: use the definition in footnote I.]
(b) Conversely, show that ifS is an inertial system, then it moves with respect to S at constant
velocity.
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Problem 12.2 As an illustration of the principle of relativity in classical mechanics, consider
the following generic collision: In inertial frame S, particle A (mass mA, velocity UA) hits
particle B (mass mB, velocity UB). In the course of the collision some mass rubs off A and
onto B, and we are left with particles C (mass me, velocity ue) and D (mass mD, velocity
UD). Assume that momentum (p == mu) is conserved in S.
(a) Prove that momentum is also conserved in inertial frame S, which moves with velocity v
relative to S. [Use GaIileo's velocity addition rule-this is an entirely classical calculation.
What must you assume about mass?]
(b) Suppose the collision is elastic in S; show that it is also elastic in S.

Problem 12.3
(a) What's the percent error introduced when you use Galileo's rule, instead of Einstein's, with
VAB = 5 milh and VBe = 60 mi/h?
(b) Suppose you could run at half the speed of light down the corridor of a train going three-
quarters the speed of light. What would your speed be relative to the ground?
(c) Prove, using Eq. 12.3, that if vAB < c and vBe < c then vAe < c. Interpret this result.

Figure 12.3

Problem 12.4 As the outlaws escape in their getaway car, which goes the police officer
fires a bullet from the pursuit car, which only goes !c (Fig. 12.3). The muzzle velocity of the
bullet (relative to the gun) is Does the bullet reach its target (a) according to Galileo, (b)
according to Einstein?

12.1.2 The Geometry of Relativity
In this section I present a series of gedanken (thought) experiments that serve to introduce
the three mOst striking geometrical consequences of Einstein's postulates: time dilation,
Lorentz contraction, and the relativity of simultaneity. In Sect. 12.1.3 the same results will
be derived more systematically, using Lorentz transformations.

(i) The relativity of simultaneity. Imagine a freight car, traveling at constant speed
along a smooth, straight track (Fig. 12.4). In the very center of the car there hangs a
light bulb. When someone switches it on, the light spreads out in all directions at speed
c. Because the lamp is equidistant from the two ends, an observer on the train will find
that the light reaches the front end at the same instant as it reaches the back end: The two
events in question-(a) light reaches the front end and (b) light reaches the back end-
occur simultaneously. However, to an observer on the ground these same two events are not
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simultaneous. For as the light travels out from the bulb, the train itself moves forward, so
the beam going to the back end has a shorter distance to travel than the one going forward
(Fig. 12.5). According to this observer, therefore, event (b) happens before event (a). An
observer passing by on an express train, meanwhile, would report that (a) preceded (b).
Conclusion:

Two events that are simultaneous in one inertial system are not, in
general, simultaneous in another.

Naturally, the train has to be going awfully fast before the discrepancy becomes detectable-
that's why you don't notice it all the time.

Of course, it is always possible for a na'ive witness to be mistaken about simultaneity:
you hear the thunder after you see the lightning, and a child might infer that the source
of the light was not simultaneous with the source of the sound. But this is a trivial error.
having nothing to do with moving observers or relativity-obviously, you must correct for
the time the signal (sound, light, carrier pigeon, or whatever) takes to reach you. When I
speak of an observer, I mean someone having the sense to make this correction, and an
observation is what an observer records after doing so. What you see, therefore, is not the
same as what you observe. An observation cannot be made with a camera-it is an artificial
reconstruction after the fact, when all the data are in. In fact, a wise observer will avoid the
whole problem, by stationing assistants at strategic locations, each equipped with a watch
synchronized to a master clock, so that time measurements can be made right at the scene.
I belabor this point in order to emphasize that the relativity of simultaneity is a genuine
discrepancy between measurements made by competent observers in relative motion, not a
simple mistake arising from a failure to account for the travel time of light signals.

Problem 12.5 Synchronized clocks are stationed at regular intervals, a million km apart, along
a straight line. When the clock next to you reads 12 noon:
(a) What time do you see on the 90th clock down the line?
(b) What time do you observe on that clock?

Problem 12.6 Every 2 years, more or less, The New York Times publishes an article in which
some astronomer claims to have found an object traveling faster than the speed of light. Many
of these reports result from a failure to distinguish what is seen from what is observed-that
is, from a failure to account for light travel time. Here's an example: A star is traveling with
speed v at an angle eto the line of sight (Fig. 12.6). What is its apparent speed across the ski)
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bf------1

To earth

Figure 12.6

a

(Suppose the light signal from b reaches the earth at a time tJ.t after the signal from a, and the
star has meanwhile advanced a distance tJ.s across the celestial sphere; by "apparent speed"
I mean tJ.s / tJ.t.) What angle e gives the maximum apparent speed? Show that the apparent
speed can be much greater than c, even if v itself is less than c.

(ii) Time dilation. Now let's consider a light ray that leaves the bulb and strikes the
floor of the car directly below. Question: How long does it take the light to make this trip?
From the point of view of an observer on the train, the answer is easy: If the height of the
car is h, the time is

_ h
!'it =-.

c
(12.4)

h

(I'll use an overbar to denote measurements made on the train.) On the other hand, as
observed from the ground this same ray must travel farther, because the train itself is
moving. From Fig. 12.7 I see that this distance is Jh2+ (v!'it)2, so

I
I
I
I
I
I
1- _

I \:

Figure 12.7
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Solving for !J.t, we have

and therefore

CHAPTER 12. ELECTRODYNAMICS AND RELATIVITY

(12.5)

Evidently the time elapsed between the same two events-(a) light leaves bulb, and (b) light
strikes center of floor-is different for the two observers. In fact, the interval recorded on
the train clock, !J.t, is shorter by the factor

(12.6)

Conclusion:

Moving clocks run slow.

This is called time dilation. It doesn't have anything to do with the mechanics of clocks; it's
a statement about the nature of time, which applies to all properly functioning timepieces.

Of all Einstein's predictions, none has received more spectacular and persuasive confir-
mation than time dilation. Most elementary particles are unstable: they disintegrate after a
characteristic lifetime6 that varies from one species to the next. The lifetime of a neutron
is 15 min, of a muon, 2 x 10-6 s, of a neutral pion, 9 x 10- 17 s. But these are lifetimes of
particles at rest. When particles are moving at speeds close to c they last much longer, for
their internal clocks (whatever it is that teUs them when their time is up) are running slow,
in accordance with Einstein's time dilation formula.

Example 12.1

Amuon is traveling through the laboratory at three-fifths the speed of light. How long does it
last?

Solution: In this case,
1 5

y = -.j"F1=-=(=3/=5)""'2 4 .

so it lives longer (than at rest) by a factor of

54 x (2 x 10-6) s = 2.5 x 10-6 s.

6Actually, an individual particle may last longer or shorter than this. Particle disintegration is a random process.
and I should really speak of the average lifetime for the species. But to avoid irrelevant complication I shall
pretend that every particle disintegrates after precisely the average lifetime.
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It may strike you that time dilation is inconsistent with the principle of relativity. For if
the ground observer says the train clock runs slow, the train observer can with equal justice
claim that the ground clock runs slow-after all, from the train's point of view it is the
ground that is in motion. Who's right? Answer: They're both right! On closer inspection
the "contradiction," which seems so stark, evaporates. Let me explain: In order to check
the rate of the train clock, the ground observer uses two of his own clocks (Fig. 12.8): one
to compare times at the beginning of the interval, when the train clock passes point A, the
other to compare times at the end of the interval, when the train clock passes point B. Of
course, he must be careful to synchronize his clocks before the experiment. What he finds
is that while the train clock ticked off, say, 3 minutes, the interval between his own two
clock readings was 5 minutes. He concludes that the train clock runs slow.

Ground clock A

Train clock

Figure 12.8

Ground clock B

Train clock jj Train clock A

Ground clock

Figure 12.9

Meanwhile, the observer on the train is checking the rate of the ground clock by the
same procedure: She uses two carefully synchronized train clocks, and compares times
with a single ground clock as it passes by each of them in tum (Fig. 12.9). She finds that
while the ground clock ticks off 3 minutes, the interval between her train clocks is 5 min-
utes, and concludes that the ground clock runs slow. Is there a corttradiction? No, for the
two observers have measured different things. The ground observer compared one train
clock with two ground clocks; the train observer compared one ground clock with two train
clocks. Each followed a sensible and correct procedure, comparing a single moving clock
with two stationary ones. "So what," you say, "the stationary clocks were synchronized
in each instance, so it cannot matter that they used two different ones." But there's the
rub: Clocks that are properly synchronized in one system will not be synchronized when
observed from another system. They can't be, for to say that two clocks are synchronized
is to say that they read 12 noon simultaneously, and we have already leamed that what's
simultaneous to one observer is not simultaneous to another. So whereas each observer
conducted a perfectly sound measurement, from his/her own point of view, the other ob-
server, watching the process, considers that she/he made the most elementary blunder, by
using two unsynchronized clocks. That's how, in spite of the fact that his clocks "actually"
run slow, he manages to conclude that hers are running slow (and vice versa).
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Because moving clocks are not synchronized, it is essential when checking time dilation
to focus attention on a single moving clock. Allmoving clocks run slow by the same factor,
but you can't start timing on one clock and then switch to another because they weren't
in step to begin with. But you can use as many stationary clocks (stationary with respect
to you, the observer) as you please, for they are properly synchronized (moving observers
would dispute this, but that's their problem).

Example 12.2

The twin paradox. On her 21 st birthday, an astronaut takes off in a rocket ship at a speed ofHe. After 5 years have elapsed on her watch, she turns around and heads back at the same
speed to rejoin her twin brother, who stayed at home. Question: How old is each twin at their
reunion?

Solution: The traveling twin has aged 10 years (5 years out, 5 years back); she arrives at home
just in time to celebrate her 31 st birthday. However, as viewed from earth, the moving clock
has been running slow by a factor

I 13
y = -;J;=I=-=(1=2=/1=3)""'2 5

The time elapsed on earthbound clocks is ¥ x 10 = 26, and her brother will be therefore
celebrating his 47th birthday-he is now 16 years older than his twin sister! But don't be
deceived: This is no fountain of youth for the traveling twin, for though she may die later than
her brother, she will not have lived any more-she's just done it slower. During the flight, all
her biological processes-metabolism, pulse, thought, and speech-are subject to the same
time dilation that affects her watch.

The so-called twin paradox arises when you try to tell this story from the point of view of
the traveling twin. She sees the earth fly off at He, turn around after 5 years, and return. From
her point of view, it would seem, she's at rest, whereas her brother is in motion, and hence
it is he who should be younger at the reunion. An enormous amount has been written about
the twin paradox, but the truth is there's really no paradox here at all: this second analysis is
simply wrong. The two twins are not equivalent. The traveling twin experiences acceleration
when she turns around to head home, but her brother does not. To put it in fancier language,
the traveling twin is not in an inertial system-more precisely, she's in one inertial system
on the way out and a completely different one on the way back. You'll see in Prob. 12.16
how to analyze this problem correctly from her point of view, but as far as the resolution of
the "paradox" is concerned, it is enough to note that the traveling twin cannot claim to be a
stationary observer because you can't undergo acceleration and remain stationary.

Problem 12.7 In a laboratory experiment amuon is observed to travel 800 m before disinte-
grating. A graduate student looks up the lifetime of a muon (2 x 10-6 s) and concludes that
its speed was

800m 8
v = 6 = 4 x 10 m/s.

2 x 10- s
Faster than light! Identify the student's error, and find the actual speed of this muon.
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Problem 12.8 A rocket ship leaves earth at a speed of When a clock on the rocket says I
hour has elapsed, the rocket ship sends a light signal back to earth.

(a) According to earth clocks, when was the signal sent?

(b) According to earth clocks, how long after the rocket left did the signal arrive back on earth?

(c) According to the rocket observer, how long after the rocket left did the signal arrive back
on earth?

(iii) Lorentz contraction. For the third gedanken experiment you must imagine that we
have set up a lamp at one end of a boxcar and a mirror at the other, so that a light signal can
be sent down and back (Fig. 12.10). Question: How long does the signal take to complete
the round trip? To an observer on the train, the answer is

_
fj,t = 2-c ' (12.7)

where is the length of the car (the overbar, as before, denotes measurements made on
the train). To an observer on the ground the process is more complicated because of the
motion of the train. If is the time for the light signal to reach the front end, and M2 is
the return time, then (see Fig. 12.11):

+
c

or, solving for and

fj,tl = --,
c-v

So the round-trip time is

-
fj, t2 = ----

c

fj, t2 = --.
c+v

(12.8)
1

= + = (1 _ v2 jc2)'

Meanwhile, these same intervals are related by the time dilation formula, Eq. 12.5:

Lamp
o 0

Figure 12.10 Figure 12.11
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Applying this to Eqs. 12.7 and 12.8, I conclude that

I 1 I
= }1 - v2 jc2

(12.9)

The length of the boxcar is not the same when measured by an observer on the ground,
as it is when measured by an observer on the train-from the ground point of view it is
somewhat shorter. Conclusion:

Moving objects are shortened.

We call this Lorentz contraction. Notice that the same factor,

appears in both the time dilation formula and the Lorentz contraction formula. This makes
it all very easy to remember: Moving clocks run slow, moving sticks are shortened, and the
factor is always y.

Of course, the observer on the train doesn't think her car is shortened-her meter sticks
are contracted by that same factor, so all her measurements come out the same as when the
train was standing in the station. In fact, from her point of view it is objects on the ground
that are shortened. This raises again a paradoxical problem: If A says B's sticks are short,
and B says A's sticks are short, who is right? Answer: They both are! But to reconcile the
rival claims we must study carefully the actual process by which length is measured.

Suppose you want to find the length of a board. If it's at rest (with respect to you) you
simply lay your ruler down next to the board, record the readings at each end, and subtract
them to get the length of the board (Fig. 12.12). (If you're really clever, you'll line up
the left end of the ruler against the left end of the board-then you only have to read one
number.)

But what if the board is moving? Same story, only this time, of course, you must be
careful to read the two ends at the same instant of time. If you don't, the board will move
in the course of measurement, and obviously you'll get the wrong answer. But therein lies
the problem: Because of the relativity of simultaneity the two observers disagree on what
constitutes "the same instant of time." When the person on the ground measures the length
of the boxcar, he reads the position of the two ends at the same instant in his system. But

Ruler

Figure 12.12
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the person on the train, watching him do it, complains that he read the front end first, then
waited a moment before reading the back end. Naturally, he came out short, in spite of
the fact that (to her) he was using an undersized meter stick, which would otherwise have
yielded a number too large. Both observers measure lengths correctly (from the point of
view of their respective inertial frames) and each finds the other's sticks to be shortened.
Yet there is no inconsistency, for they are measuring different things, and each considers
the other's method improper.

Example 12.3

The barn and ladder paradox. Unlike time dilation, there is no direct experimental confir-
mation of Lorentz contraction, simply because it's too difficult to get an object of measurable
size going anywhere near the speed of light. The following parable illustrates how bizarre the
world would be if the speed of light were more accessible.

There once was a farmer who had a ladder too long to store in his barn (Fig. 12.13a). He
chanced one day to read some relativity, and a solution to his problem suggested itself. He
instructed his daughter to run with the ladder as fast as she could-the moving ladder having
Lorentz-contracted to a size the bam could easily accommodate, she was to rush through the
door, whereupon the farmer would slam it behind her, capturing the ladder inside (Fig. l2.l3b).
The daughter, however, has read somewhat farther in the relativity book; she points out that in
her reference frame the ham, not the ladder, will contract, and the fit will be even worse than
it was with the two at rest (Fig. 12.13c). Question: Who's right? Will the ladder fit inside the
bam, or won't it?

ITIIIIIIII

(a) (b)

ITIIIIIIII-
(c)

Figure 12.13
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Solution: They're both right! When you say "the ladder is in the barn," you mean that all
parts of it are inside at one instant oftime, but in view of the relativity of simultaneity, that's a
condition that depends on the observer. There are really two relevant events here:

a. Back end of ladder makes it in the door.
b. Front end of ladder hi ts far wall of barn.

The farmer says a occurs before b, so there is a time when the ladder is entirely within the
bam; his daughter says b precedes a, so there is not. Contradiction? Nope-just a difference
in perspective.

"But come now," I hear you protest, "when it's allover and the dust clears, either the ladder
is inside the barn, or it isn't. There can be no dispute about that." Quite so, but now you're
introducing a new element into the story: What happens as the ladder is brought to a stop?
Suppose the farmer grabs the last rung of the ladder firmly with one hand, while he slams
the door with the other. Assuming it remains intact, the ladder must now stretch out to its
rest length. Evidently, the front end keeps going, even after the rear end has been stopped!
Expanding like an accordian, the front end of the ladder smashes into the far side of the barn.
In truth, the whole notion of a "rigid" object loses its meaning in relativity, for when it changes
its speed, different parts do not in general accelerate simultaneously-in this way the material
stretches or shrinks to reach the length appropriate to its new velocity.

But to return to the question at hand: When the ladder finally comes to a stop, is it inside the
barn or not? The answer is indeterminate. When the front end of the ladder hits the far side
of the barn, something has to give, and the farmer is left either with a broken ladder inside the
barn or with the ladder intact poking through a hole in the wall. In any event, he is unlikely to
be pleased with the outcome.

One final comment on Lorentz contraction. A moving object is shortened only along
the direction Of its motion:

Dimensions perpendicular to the velocity are not contracted.

Indeed, in deriving the time dilation fonnula I took it for granted that the height of the train
is the same for both observers. I'll now justify this, using a lovely gedanken experiment
suggested by Taylor and Wheeler.? Imagine that we build a wall beside the railroad tracks,
and I m above the rails, as measured on the ground, we paint a horizontal blue line. When
the train goes by, a passenger leans out the window holding a wet paintbrush I m above the
rails, as measured on the train, leaving a horizontal red line on the wall. Question: Does
the passenger's red line lie above or below our blue one? If the rule were that perpendicular
directions contract, then the person on the ground would predict that the red line is lower,
while the person on the train would say it's the blue one (to the latter, of course, the ground
is moving). The principle of relativity says that both observers are equally justified, but they
cannot both be right. No subtleties of simultaneity or synchronization can rationalize this
contradiction; either the blue line is higher or the red one is-unless they exactly coincide,

7E. F. Taylor and J. A. Wheeler, Spacetime Physics (San Francisco: W. H. Freeman, 1966). A somewhat
different version of the same argument is given in J. H. Smith, Introduction to Special Relativity (Champaign, IL:
Stipes, 1965).
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which is the inescapable conclusion. There cannot be a law of contraction (or expansion)
of perpendicular dimensions, for it would lead to irreconcilably inconsistent predictions.

Problem 12.9 A Lincoln Continental is twice as long as a VW Beetle, when they are at rest.
As the Continental overtakes the VW, going through a speed trap, a (stationary) policeman
observes that they both have the same length. The VW is going at half the speed of light. How
fast is the Lincoln going? (Leave your answer as a multiple of c.)

Problem 12.10 A sailboat is manufactured so that the mast leans at an angleewith respect to
the deck. An observer standing on a dock sees the boat go by at speed v (Fig. 12.14). What
angle does this observer say the mast makes?

R

Figure 12.14 Figure 12.15

Problem 12.11 A record turntable of radius R rotates at angular velocity w (Fig. 12.15). The
circumference is presumably Lorentz-contracted, but the radius (being perpendicular to the
velocity) is not. What's the ratio of the circumference to the diameter, in tenns of wand R?
According to the rules of ordinary geometry, that has to be If. What's going on here? [This
is known as Ehrenfest's paradox; for discussion and references see H. Arzelies, Relativistic
Kinematics, Chap. IX (Elmsford, NY: Pergamon Press, 1966) and T. A. Weber, Am. J. Phys.
65,486 (1997).]

12.1.3 The Lorentz Transformations
Any physical process consists of one or more events. An "event" is something that takes
place at a specific location (x, y, z), at a precise time (t). The explosion of a firecracker,
for example, is an event; a tour of Europe is not. Suppose that we know the coordinates
(x, y, z) of a particular event E in one inertial system S, and we would to calculate the
coordinates (x, ji, Z, 1) of that same event in some other inertial system S. What we need
is a "dictionary" for translating from the language of S to the language ofS.
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We may as well orient our axes as shown in Fig. 12.16, so that S slides along the x axis
at speed v. If we "start the clock" (t = 0) at the moment the origins (0 and 6) coincide.
then at time t, 6 will be a distance vt from 0, and hence

x=d+vt, (12.10)

where d is the distance from 6 to A at time t (A is the point on the x axis which is even
with E when the event occurs). Before Einstein, anyone would have said immediately that

d=x,

and thus constructed the "dictionary"

(i) x=x-vt,

(ii) ji = y,

(iii) z = z,

(iv) t = t.

(12.11)

(12.12)

These are now called the Galilean transformations, though they scarcely deserve so fine
a title-the last one, in particular, went without saying, since everyone assumed the f10\\

of time was the same for all observers. In the context of special relativity, however, we
must expect (iv) to be replaced by a rule that incorporates time dilation, the relativity of
simultaneity, and the nonsynchronization of moving clocks. Likewise, there will be a
modification in (i) to account for Lorentz contraction. As for (ii) and (iii), they, at least.
remain unchanged, for we have already seen that there can be no modification of lengths
perpendicular to the motion.

But where does the classical derivation of (i) break down? Answer: In Eq. 12.1 L For
d is the distance from 6 to Aas measured in S, whereas x is the distance from 6 to Aas
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measured in S. Because 6 and A are at rest in S, i is the "moving stick," which appears
contracted to S:

1
d= -x.

y

When this is inserted in Eq. 12.10 we obtain the relativistic version of (i):

= y(x - vt).

(12.13)

(12.14)

Of course, we could have run the same argument from the point of view of S. The
diagram (Fig. 12.17) looks similar, but in this case it depicts the scene at time i, whereas
Fig. 12.16 showed the scene at time t. (Note that t and i represent the same physical instant
at E, but not elsewhere, because of the relativity of simultaneity.) If we assume thatS also
starts the clock when the origins coincide, then at time i, 0 will be a distance vi from 0,
and therefore

x= d - vi, (12.15)

where d is the distance from 0 to A at time i, and A is that point on the x axis which is
even with E when the event occurs. The classical physicist would have said that x = d,
and, using (iv), recovered (i). But, as before, relativity demands that we observe a subtle
distinction: x is the distance from 0 to A in S, whereas d is the distance from 0 to A in
S. Because 0 and A are at rest in S, x is the "moving stick," and

It follows that

- 1
d= -x.

y

x=y(x+vi).

(12.16)

(12.17)

This last equation comes as no surprise, for the symmetry of the situation dictates that
the formula for x, in terms of x and i, should be identical to the formula for x in terms of
x and t (Eq. 12.14), except for a switch in the sign of v. (IfS is going to the right at speed

y
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Figure 12.17
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v, with respect to S, then S is going to the left at speed v, with respect to S.) Nevertheless,
this is a useful result, for if we substitute x from Eq. 12.14, and solve for t, we complete
the relativistic "dictionary":

(i) x= y(x - vt),

(ii) Y = y,

(iii) z = z,
(12.18)

These are the famous Lorentz transformations, with which Einstein replaced the
Galilean ones. They contain all the geometrical information in the special theory, as the
following examples illustrate. The reverse dictionary, which carries you from S back to
S, can be obtained algebraically by solving (i) and (iv) for x and t, or, more simply, by
switching the sign of v:

(in y=y,
(12.19)

Example 12.4

Simultaneity, synchronization, and time dilation. Suppose event A occurs at xA = 0, tA =
0, and event B occurs at Xs = b, ts = O. The two events are simultaneous in S (they both
take place at t = 0). But they are not simultaneous in 5, for the Lorentz transfonnations give
XA = 0, tA = 0 andxs = yb, ts = -y(v/c2)b. According to the 5 clocks, then, B occurred
before A. This is nothing new, of course-just the relativity of simultaneity. But I wanted you
to see how it follows from the Lorentz transfonnations.

Now suppose that at time t = 0 observer S decides to examine all the clocks in 5. He finds
that they read different times, depending on their location; from (iv):

Those to the left of the origin (negative x) are ahead, and those to the right are behind, by an
amount that increases in proportion to their distance (Fig. 12.18). Only the master clock at the
origin reads t = O. Thus, the nonsynchronization ofmoving clocks, too, follows directly from
the Lorentz transfonnations. Of course, from the 5 viewpoint it is the S clocks that are out of
synchronization, as you can check by putting t = 0 into equation (iv/).
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S clocks

Figure 12.18

Finally, suppose S focuses his attention on a single clock in the 5 frame (say, the one at
x = a), and watches it over some interval /'o;t. How much time elapses on the moving clock?
Because x is fixed, (d) gives /'o;t = Y /'o;t, or

_ I
/'o;t = -/'o;t.

Y

That's the old time dilation formula, derived now from the Lorentz transformations. Please
note that it's xwe hold fixed, here, because we're watching one moving clock. If you hold x
fixed, then you're watching a whole series of different 5 clocks as they pass by, and that won't
tell you whether anyone of them is running slow.

Example 12.5

Lorentz contraction. Imagine a stick moving to the right at speed v. Its rest length (that is, its
length as measured in 5) is /'o;x = xr - Xl, where the subscripts denote the right and left ends
of the stick. If an observer in S were to measure the stick, he would subtract the positions of
the two ends at one instant of his time t: /'o;x = Xr - Xl. According to (i), then,

I _
/'o;x = -/'o;x.

y

This is the old Lorentz contraction formula. Note that it's t we hold fixed, here, because we're
talking about a measurement made by S, and he marks off the two ends at the same instant of
his time. (5 doesn't have to be so fussy, since the stick is at rest in her frame.)

Example 12.6

Einstein's velocity addition rule. Suppose a particle moves a distance dx (in S) in a time dt.
Its velocity u is then

dx
u=-.

dt
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In 5, meanwhile, it has moved a distance

di = y(dx - vdt),

as we see from (i), in a time given by (iv):

dt = y (dt -

The velocity in 5 is therefore
_ di y(dx - vdt)
u - - - -----',---'----;c--------,-
- dt - y (dt - vjc2dx)

(dxjdt - v)
1- vjc2dxjdt

u-v
1- uvjc2 '

(12.20)

This is Einstein's velocity addition rule. To recover the more transparent notation ofEq. 12.3,
let A be the particle, B be S, and C be 5; then u = VAB. U = VAC, and v = vCB = -vBC.
so Eq. 12.20 becomes

as before.

Problem 12.12 Solve Eqs. 12.18 for x. y, Z. t in terms of i. y. z, t, and check that you recover
Eqs. 12.19.

Problem 12.13 Sophie Zabar, clairvoyante, cried out in pain at precisely the instant her twin
brother, 500 km away, hit his thumb with a hammer. A skeptical scientist observed both events
(brother's accident, Sophie's cry) from an airplane traveling at Meto the right (see Fig. 12.19).
Which event occurred first, according to the scientist? How much earlier was it, in seconds?

Problem 12.14

(a) In Ex. 12.6 we found how velocities in the x direction transform when you go from S to
5. Derive the analogous formulas for velocities in the y and z directions.
(b) A spotlight is mounted on a boat so that its beammakes an angle (j with the deck (Fig. 12.20).
If this boat is then set in motion at speed v, what angle () does an observer on the dock say the
beam makes with the deck? Compare Prob. 12.10, and explain the difference.

Problem 12.15 You probably did Prob. 12.4 from the point of view of an observer on the
ground. Now do it from the point of view of the police car, tile outlaws, and the bullet. That
is, fill in the gaps in the following table:

speed of -+
Ground Police Outlaws Bullet Do they escape?

relative to t
Ground 0 i e
Police Ie3
Outlaws
Bullet
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Problem 12.16 The twin paradox revisited. On their 21st birthday, one twin gets on a moving
sidewalk, which carries her out to star X at speed her twin brother stays home. When the
traveling twin gets to star X, she immediately jumps onto the returning moving sidewalk and
comes back to earth, again at speed She arrives on her 39th birthday (as determined by
her watch).

(a) How old is her twin brother (who stayed at home)?

(b) How far away is star X? (Give your answer in light years.)

Call the outbound sidewalk system 5 and the inbound one 5 (the earth system isS). All three
systems set their master clocks, and choose their origins, so that x = x= x= 0, t = t = t = 0
at the moment of departure.

(c) What are the coordinates (x, t) of the jump (from outbound to inbound sidewalk) in S?

(d) What are the coordinates (x, t) of the jump in 5?

(e) What are the coordinates (x, t) of the jump in 5?

(f) If the traveling twin wanted her watch to agree with the clock in S, how would she have
to reset it immediately after the jump? If she did this, what would her watch read when she
got home? (This wouldn't change her age, of course-she's still 39-it would just make her
watch agree with the standard synchronization in 5.)

(g) If the traveling twin is asked the question, "How old is your brother right now?", what is the
correct reply (i) just before she makes the jump, (ii) just after she makes the jump? (Nothing
dramatic happens to her brother during the split second between (i) and (ii), of course; what
does change abruptly is his sister's notion of what "right now, back home" means.)

(h) How many earth years does the return trip take? Add this to (ii) from (g) to determine how
old she expects him to be at their reunion. Compare your answer to (a).


